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Officers asked to remain
By Susan Kendall
Quarter added to terms
SpectatorReporter
The president, executive vice presi-
dent,activities vice president, financial
vicepresidentand senior senatemembers
of the ASSU will remain for an
unprecedented fourthquarter this spring.
Executive officers usually serve for
three quarters beginning in spring and
ending the following winter. The senate
usually holds elections for three
positionson the nine-member boardeach
quarter.
Three senators are rotated out after
theyhave served three quarters.
Andy Thon, S.J., assistant vice
president for Student Life, said after a
final decision was made to go through
with therestructuring of ASSU in early
January officers andsenators wereasked
tostay onanextraquarter
Thon,along with other students and
administrators in student government,
felt that the restructuring would take
longer than the few weeks allowedbefore
the election process would have to start
mid-February.
"Based on the experiences of the
students involved and the other
universities contacted (who had their
elections spring quarter) we felt that the
first decision the restructuringcommittee
would make would be to postpone
elections until spring quarter," said
Thon.
Thon said there are advantages to
having elections in thespring andhaving
officers come in the fall. It gives them
some timebefore they start their term in
office to have workshops andlearn more
about the job.
"Orientation assistants and residents
assistants all get training before they
begin andIthink student government is
justas important," Thon said.
Executive officers are usually paid 80
percent tuition remissionafter the quarter
they have served. Thon said the officers
electing to remain on would bepaid this
quarterfor the work they have done.
The 80 percent tuition remission,
approximately $1776, would be paid to
each officer from funds left over from
unused work-study postions, nonwork-
study positions and from other depart-
ments in Student Life.
Thon said he is very pleased with the
work the students are doing. "They are
taking their jobs very seriously and are
very much involved in therestructuring
process."
ASSUPresident Abbey Ghermay, a
graduating senior, said he was growing
tired of the job but added he felt there
was a need for him to stay on. He
further stated that compensation in the
form of 80 percent tuition remission was
another factor inhis decision.
Registration forum lacks students
By Mike Ligot
SpectatorReporter
Nobody showedupat last Wednesday's
forumon Seattle University's registra-
tionprocess.
Eventually some people came but it
took a change of location and flagging
down of passersby in order to achieve
any input atall.
Three weeks agoSU commissioned a
task force to find ways to register for
classes "without pain," said taskmember
HildegardHendrickson,economics pro-
fessor.
The forum served to take in student,
faculty and staffopinionson registration.
Comments by students included delays
with financial aid, closed classes, long
lines and praise for the registration
express.
Faculty and staff mentioned moving
late fees tothe end of theadd-dropperiod,
extendingoffice hours involvedin regis-
tration to accommodate eveningstudents,
coordinating functions "in a smooth
process" and agoal of registering in one
hour.
Both David King of the controller's
office and Sharon James of the business
school expressed worry about sending
students running around.
"Having everything done in one day
putsso much pressure on the students,"
Kingsaid.
Too many students are "going back
and forth all the time," James added.
Some membersof the task force had
ideasof their own.
AlanJarvimaki of the registrar'soffice
said small rooms allocated for popular
classes and time problems, such as work
commitments prevent some students
registering inadvance.
Student Loy Wolfe discussed the
amount of closed classes and problems
with financial aid. "They say one thing,
anddo somethingelse later," she said.
Caroline Correa of the controller's of-
fice believes student convenience will
improve upon completion of the book-
storebuildingrenovation. The bookstore
will house the controller's,financial aid,
registrars andadmissions offices.
The forum was originally scheduled
for Pigott Auditorium at noon.
When only a few staff members
showed up the forum moved to the
Chieftain andattracted moreparticipants.
Even then, task force members had to
divert attentioninorder to getanyinput.
Wolfe said she was "kind of.
disappointed" at the minimal turnout at
the forum.
Jarvimaki noted the "timing pro-
blem," of the forum. Advance regis-
tration for this quarter took place two
months ago and two weeks have passed
since regular registration.
Despite the lack of attendance at the
forum more work remains for the task
force.
Sheila Hood, chairwoman and assis-
tant vice president for enrollment ser-
vices,said the task force would like more
input from student organizations.
"We are not discouraged," she said.
"We want to listen to people, not to
second-guess them. We want todo what
wedo better."
The task force is comprised of Hend-
rickson; Dan Matlock, biology pro-
fessor; Wolfe; Derek Kang, student;
TimLeary of student leadership; Jarvi-
maki;Correa;and Hood.
SU's sixth annual fair
highlights summer jobs
By Timothy J. Huber
SpectatorReporter
Looking for a summer job with op-
portunities for full-time and post-grad-
uateemployment?
Try Seattle University's sixth annual
JobFair.
The Fair, to be held April 22 from
noon - 2 p.m. at the Lemieux Library,
will attractrepresentatives from over 40
localbusinesses to thecampus in search
of students to hire.Career Planning and
Placement and Admissionsareco-spon-
soring the event.
TheJob Fair tries to bring employers
to the student to make the student's
search for a job easier, according to
Helen La Bouy,of Career Planning and
Placement.
Although the Fair serves as a pre-
liminary screening process, students
should look sharp and bring their
resumes, said Tony Myers,SU financial
aid counselor. Employers bring ap-
plications and after the initial contact
with the student, do a follow-up and
arrange for interviews.
Some employersattend theFair every
year because they view it as an
opportunity to find goodemployees,said
Myers. "They are encouraged by the
experience,"he said.
From the employer's point of view,
JobFair provides anopportunity tomeet
with a large number of prospective
employees at one time, said Jennifer
Hamer, tour supervisor at the Kingdome.
For the students, Job Fair offers the
opportunity to meet a large number of
employees in the same setting,she said.
Some of the businesses coming to





Echo Glen Childrens Center, King
County, TheKingdome and the YMCA.
The first Job Fair had only 11
employers in attendance, according to
Myers, who has been involved inall six
events.
"Every year itgetsbigger and better,"
he said.
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Gregory Lucey, S.J., speaks on filling
in as university president while William
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Contigency fund meets added costs
By Timothy J. Huber
SpectatorReporter
Construction prices for SU rise
Unexpecteddifficulties inmeetingnew
Seattlebuilding coderequirements added
to the costof the twonew buildings now
being built on the Seattle University
campus.
However, SU made provisions in its
construction budget for unexpected
expensesand the increased costs are not
expected toexceed theseprovisions.
"This was not a runaway job by any
means," said George Pierce, vice
president for administration. The project
exceeded itsoriginal budgetby only 7.8
percent,according toPierce.
The board of trustees reviews the
construction project every other month
to make sure it does not exceed its
budgetsby more than 10percent.
This past summer the total budget for
theproject wasestimated atabouts15.75
million. In February of this year SU
revised the budget estimate to about
$16.9 million, an increase of 7.8
percent. The total budget includes the
sum paid to the contractor (about $10.8
million), which has not changed, a
construction reserve and a fund for
contingencyexpenditures,bothof which
haverisen.
The construction reserve is a fund
which is kept to pay for unexpected
costs. Originally estimated at $155,000,
it is now about $230,000.
The contingency expenditures are
funds already spentfor unplannedcosts.
This past summer contingency expen-
ditures were estimated at about
$600,000. theadditional expensesraised
that figure to about $1.35 million in
February.
SU thought the original plans for the
buildings metcode requirements which
have recentlybeenchanged,according to
Pierce. They did not. Meeting the new
codes caused SU to revise the original
plans, which added to the cost of the
project.
In meeting the codes, the costs were
two-fold. Not only did an item to be
added to the building cost extra but
altering the buildings' designs for such
new items cost about 8-10 percent of
the item,according to Pierce.The major
addition required by the codes was a
$75,000 firepump.
Despite these additional costs, the
buildings willbecompletedon schedule,
Pierce said.
The bookstore project will also be
completed on time, said Pierce. That
project did not start late, Pierce said.
Just later thanSUhadhoped.
Funding for all of theseprojectscame
from two sources. SU sold $13.5
million in bonds to cover part of the
cost, with the rest ofit coming from the
Campaign for Seattle University.
Funds raised by thecapital campaign
helped SU avoid borrowing all the
money for thenew buildings. "Todo the
same number of things we would have
had to sell more bonds," said John
Eshelman,excecutive vicepresident.
Thebonds "mature atdifferent dates,"
over a period of 20 years, said James
Adolphson,budget director. The bonds,
which received a AAA rating, pay an
averageof9percentinterest,according to
Adolphson.
SU pays $1.5 million annually to
service thisdebt, said Eshelman.
Barman extensionprovides improvedfacilities
By Shelly L. McGiliivary
SpectatorReporter
The new wing being added to the
Barman Building will create not only
new classrooms and laboratories, but an
engineering design center and a new
curriculum focus for the School of
Science andEngineering.
The six-floor buildingrepresents a
multi-million dollar commitment to
improving Seattle University's science
and engineering facilities. The con-
struction costs alone will be over $6
million, said George Pierce, vice pre-
sident ofadministration.
The entrance will serve as display
court for the student's work and as a
gallery for public enjoyment.
Thebottom two floors are lab space.
The third floor is reserved for classroom
space, a computer graphics lab, design
lab anddesign library. Thedesign studio
will be positionedin the arch in the front
of the building.
The fourth floor willcontain computer
labs,adrafting room,mechanical engin-
eering, student social office, student
study room andanamphitheater.
The fifth floor will include faculty
offices,secretaries' offices and the dean's
suite, which is designed to have aview
ofMountRainier,on aclear day.
The dean's suite is surrounded by
windows and will be in the dome-like
protrusion on the front of the building.
The sixth floor will house the high
security computer center and the com-
puterresource center for staff use.
"I think the new buildingrepresentsan
opportunity for our school to move into
the forefront of engineering education.
The engineering design concept, we
think, puts us in a model position for
engineeringdesign in this country. We
expectto beareal leader," said Terry J.
Van Der Werff, dean of science and
engineering.
The new engineering design center
will be primarily on the third and fourth
floors, with the structure of the building
focusing on the center. "We are trying
to make engineeringdesign thehallmark
ofanSUengineeringgraduate," said Van
Der Werff.
Because of the new design center the
curriculum will be restructured to
become morerelatedto theprogram.
The end result will be a three quarter
sequence during the senior year with
emphasis on engineeringdesign. The
concept behind the design center is to
have different industrial companies
contract the engineering students in the
program for a fee, todeal withreal world
problems.
The design teams will be expected to
produce industrial quality work within
budgets and time schedules, just as in
real working situations.
Rolf T. Skrinde, professor of civil
engineering atSU,has been appointedas
thepart-time director of the engineering
design center. The position is equal to a
departmenthead.
Skrinde will maintain his position as
professor of civil engineering while
concentrating heavily on the design
centeractivity.
"I feel this is an ideal project
introducingunder-grads to therealismof
public practice. My goal is to have the
industry support and contribute to our
projects." he said.
Skrinde has a background of teaching
and the practice of engineering. As a
professor he has taught coursework
oriented to design for 16 years. For 13
yearshe hasbeen a consulting engineer

















Liberal Arts Building classroom re-
novation scheduled for completion at
spring quarter'send,hasbeen post-poncd




"We hoped by this time to have at
least half of them done but other
priorities havedelayedit," saidSommer.
The renovation has been delayed
preparing for the bookstore changes,
staff shortageand regular maintenance
up-keep.
Inorder for the bookstore renovation
to begin this spring temporary office
space had to be found for its tenants.
Sommer said making temporary office
spacesdelayedhiscrew from workingon
theclassrooms.
He said it was difficult finding the
right time to work on the classrooms
because of thedirt and thenoiselevels.
Sommer hopes most of the class-




A crew of only five men willhave to
move the furniture from 220 rooms in
Marian, Barman and the Engineering
buildings into thenew buildings.
"It's like squeezing blood from a
stone; we arcnot looking forward to it,"
said Sommer.
A five man crew will work on the
classrooms. Two members of thecrew
are painters. Much of their time will be
taken away from the classrooms to
complete needed outdoor painting,
Sommer said.
The totalrenovation cost is estimated
at$22,000. The remodeled classrooms
will feature refinished desks, which wilt
cost $25 a piece, new floor tile,
chalkboards, blinds and flourescent
lighting.
■ ■




July18 toAugust 28, 1987
■42 day visit■homestay plus most meals ■special orienta-
tion■booklet of budget activities■roundtrip airfare from west
coast city toTokyo and HongKong ('some restrictions apply) ■
APPLICATION BY MAY1, 1987■ contactINTERNATIONAL IN-
TERNSHIP PROGRAMS, (IIP)■406 COLMAN BUILDING ■
811FIRST AVENUE■SEATTLE,WA 98101■phone
(206)623-5539
Group works fordisabled access
By Stacia A.M. Green
SpectatorReporter
Going to the Chieftian for a piece of
pizzaor running upstairs to the student
life office is no bigdeal to most Seattle
University students.
It is a big deal to those students that
arephysically disabled.
"Mental levitation doesn't work," said
Craig MacDougall, chairman of AC-
CESS, andastudent confined toa wheel-
chair.
ACCESS is a committe of students
and advisers trying to,ultimately,make
SU abarrier free school by suggestions,
proposalsandeducation.
A proposal was sent by ACCESS to
John Eshelman, SU executive vice
president,with modification suggestions
for the Student UnionBuilding.
The committee suggested anexternal
elevator that would make the first and
second floors accessible. The existing
ramp to the first floor is too steep and
the door to theramp is difficult to open.
In "Broadway & Madison,"datedMarch
27,GeorgePierce, SU vicepresident for
administration, writes, "The university
has recently authorized the expenditure
of funds to address accessibility to the
Student Union BuildingandPigott Audi-
torium."
According toMarie Hudgins,director
of theLearningCenter, thereis $20,000
allocated for accessibleupgrading to the
StudentUnionBuilding, includingramps
and electric doors. The ramps will only
be to the first floor. Pigott will get
electric door openers this week.
It will takea needed $50,000 toinstall
an exterior commercial elevator in the
Student Union Building,as suggestedby
ACCESS.
"There seems to bean understanding
and a need [for barrier free buildings],"
Hudgins said. "But that doesn't get
manifested into dollars."
Hudgins advises students to get
involved and togain their own expertise
by fighting for somethings that should
not have tobe fought for.
"My goal is to help them learn a
process that can be successful
-- being
militant doesn't work," Hudgins said. "I
try tobean advocate."
MacDougall is alsoanadvocate.
MacDougall has been involved with
ACCESS since winter quarter and wants
to attend functions like most other
students. Not being able to get into
buildings prevent him from attending
functions.
"No students were willing to get
involved,"MacDougall said. "Iwas the
first student toopen that bigmouth."
"The ramifications in terms of the
mission statement [of SU] say we are
training for leadership," Hudgins says.





Rosemary Tannich is a student at
Seattle University. On the outside she
seemslikeanyother student whoattends
classes everyday.
However, Rosemary has a learning
disability knownasdyslexia.
Tannich had a hard time throughout
schooland wasdiagnosed as dyslexicas a
senior inhigh school. She saidshe was
labeled uninterested, lazy and even
retarded.
Learningdisabilities,especially dys-
lexia,have been around for hundreds of
years. However, they remained un-
noticiedby doctorsuntil recently.
People with dyslexia have short spans
of attention and trouble interpreting
complicated verbal instructions. Some
have problems with spatial orientation
and trouble with memory or fine motor
control.
SU students with learning problems
can seek help from the LearningCenter.
"When Icame to Seattle UniversityI
got in touch with the center.Iwouldn't
have made it without them," said Tan-
nich.
The Learning Center has helped her
by interpreting tests. She also has her
books on tape.
One of Tannich's problems is con-
centration.
"Mykids know when Iam driving
they can't talk to me. Or whenIam
shopping Ihave to have total con-
centration," she said.
Often children with learning disabi-
lities have a hard time in school. Al-
though these people may be labeled as
lazy or retarded theyarenot.
"My kids have dyslexia.Ican help
them because Ican tell what they are
going through," she said.
People with dyslexia tend to be more
creative than the average person, said
Tannich.
Due toa lack of understanding, teach-
ers sometimes tend to discourage stu-
dents withdyslexia,she said.
A learning disability can be harder to
determine than a physical handicap.
Physical handicaps can be seen but a
learning disability is hard to puta finger
on,Tannich said.
Adults who have learning disabilities
sometimes try to cover it up. They
might have trouble in the business world
but donot understand why.
This problem is just now coming out
of the woodwork.
In some public schools they have
special classrooms dealing with special
learning disabilities. If it is affordable
private schools are alsohelpful.
"Many people with learning disabi-
lities havea lotofdetermination because
they have to overcome so much,"
Tannich said.
There are many famous people who
have a learning disability, such as
inventor Thomas Edison, actress Cher
andathlete Bruce Jenner.
Ifone feels theymight havealearning
disability theycan make anappointment
at the Learning Center for tests to
determine if there is aproblem.
SU 'Impacts' employee health
By Sanjay Sippy
SpectatorReporter
Seattle University employees will
have the opportunity for a free physical
evaluation and nutrition and health
education as the result of an agreement
withProvidence Hospital.
This spring the university agreed to
trade Connolly Center passes to
Providence, allowing faculty, staff and
administrators free participation in the
hospital's IMPACTprogram.
A contract signed by Don Galagher,
ProvidenceHospital's IMPACTprogram
directorand Jeremy Stringer,student life
vice president,outlines the exchangeof
services. The contract runs until
December 1987.
IMPACT provides SU employees
with a free physical and cardiovascular
evaluation.
"This free evaluation quantifies the
person's physical fitness. Itis really the
breakdown of the physical body," said
Greg Roberts, SU personnel benefit
specialist
The program offers a variety of
services such as physical fitness
education including heartbeat rate,
blood pressure count,body strength and
body fat, said Roberts.
Another service IMPACT offers is
nutrition and weight control education
given at "spring tune-up" brown bag
lunches.
"In this program the participants are
learning to change their habits. They try
to identify their habits and what triggers
them,"Roberts said.
The lunch meetings began April 1.
Four more are scheduled with the last
session May6.
Lunches are heldevery Wednesdayin
the Liberal Arts Building, room 307
betweennoon - 1p.m.
News
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InSearch for Spectator
Editor-in-Chief*Applicationsare now being sought for
editor-in-chief of the Spectator for 1987-88 academic
year. Theeditorreceives up to a full tuition scholarship.
*Applicants shouldsubmit:
1) a letter ofapplicationexplaining their interest.
2)a complete resume, including threereferences and
cumulativeGPA.
3)a portfolioof previous journalistic writing/editing work.* Theapplication is due by May4.
*A description of responsibilities of the editor is posted
at the adviser's office.
Send to: Spectator Editor SearchCommittee
c/o Departmentof Journalism "
Seattle University
Seattle, Wa., 98122.
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Passover, Easter holidays overlap
B v Mark Kramer
SpectatorReporter
Jewish Passoverand Christian Holy
Week are often separate in their
celebration. The two holidays usually
fall within a few weeksof each other but
seldom fall within the same dates. This
year, however, the two celebrations
coincide with Easter Sunday falling
almost in the middle of the eight-day
Jewish festival.
On Monday's sunset, Jewish people
around the world began commemorating
the annual eight-day celebration of
Pesach. Pesach or Passover, as it's
known in English, is one of the major
Jewish religious celebrations and the
major Jewish holiday for family
gatherings and reunions. Passover com-
memorates the deliverance of theancient
Hebrews from slavery inEgypt.
On Sunday morningChristians around
the world will commemorate the rising
of Jesus after death.
Both holidayshave different meanings
for Jews and Christians. However, the
overlap of the two holidays this year
calls attention to somesimilarities.
Althoughscholars dispute the truth of
Jesus' Last Supper being a Passover
seder, or dinner,Rabbi Kerry Baker of
TempledcHirsch Sinai,believes thereis
a real connection between the two
holidays.
"Both holidays are a paradigm for
salvation," Baker said. "They both
celebrate the redemption of the word.
Easter and Passover are related as
holidays in that eachcelebrates whatisa
model of salvation for each particular
faith."
Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz, of Seattle's
Hillel Foundation and Seattle University
teacher of Jewish history and theology,
saideven thoughcertain Easter symbols
have been transferred from Jewish
worship, misconceptions about Easter
beentertained.
"Passover is important as one of three
Biblical pilgrimage holidays," he said.
Passover isa celebration of the freedom
attained by the Jews who were led outof
slavery inEgypt in the Biblical book of
"Exodus."
He said it would be a grave mis-
conception to think of Passover as only
a holiday inmemory of some thousands-
year oldevent.
"Passover is a holiday commem-
orating the conceptof freedom, freedom
which is everyone'sright, freedom which
even today is not universally accepted."
In celebratingPassover comes acknow-
ledging responsibility,Jacobovitz said.
"Freedom means responsibility to
doing things right," the rabbi stated.
Celebration of Passover is recognizing
the responsibility to take an active role
to assure people everywhere they are
accorded that dignity,Jacobovitz said.
Judson Shaver, assistant professorof
theology andreligious studies atSU,has
a Christian prospective on the Passover
celebration asanOld Testamentscholar.
"Passover celebrates the liberation of
ihe exodus," he said. But thePassover is
more than a memorization of a Biblical
event,henoted. !
"Contemporary Jews don't just cele-
brate the holiday for the past but cele-
brate God's deliverance in recent times.
Passover is a historical event and a
presentreality."
Shaver acknowledged the anti-semitic
horror of the Holocaust which arose out
af the Christian nation of Germany. He
recognizes the reasons for Jewish skep-
Licism surrounding the new sort of
acceptance Christians share for Jewish
tradition. !
"In Easter Christians celebrate the
resurrection of Jesus and the hope of
salvation," he said. "In Passover Jews
:clebratc God as a liberating God. The I
difference in the reasons behind the
holidays doesn't mean Christians and
Jews can't understand and enjoy each
other's festivals. There isn't any reason
we can't celebrate the tradition we have
in common."
The tradition of liberation is as timely
nowas when Moses led his band outof (
Egypt, Shaver said. "Because Jews see
God as a liberating God, this time of
year wecan also find arenewed interest
in that so much of today's world still
needs liberation."
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self,Gregory F.Lucey,S.J., leaned back
in the rocking chair and paused
reflectively. "A job,"he replied, is what
broughthim here. "I gotmy Ph.D. with
the idea of working inhigher education.
Thebest job offerIgot washere."
Acting aspresident of SeattleUniver-
sity for the three months that President
William J. Sullivan,S.J., is on sabbati-
cal,Lucey admits to previouspresiden-
tial experience.
"After beingpresidentof aJesuit high
school for five yearsIwent back to
school at the University of Wisconsin
for a doctorate in educational adminis-
tration,"he said.
Lucey continued to expand on his
appointment as vice president of edu-
cational development and planning. "I
came to the university in 1978,shortly
after Father Sullivan became president.I
have known Father Sullivan for 40
years. We went to high school together;
Iwas a freshman when he was a senior... WhenIheard he was putting together
astaffIcame out."
As acting president Lucey does not
take on all of the rcsponsiblilies of the
■■* " -*
job. "There are a lot of Bill Sullivan's
activities that are not transferred to me.
The major thing that he asked me to do
is initiate anew planning cycle," Lucey
said. (
"I am spending a lot of my time
trying toput together another (planning)
process - such as theonein 1976 -- that
isreflective of our new goals to further
enhance the university," he said. The
process in1976 decided what theneeds of
the university were and ways to meet
them.
"Thereis aneed toassess wherewe are
as a university. We want to refine our
direction and have the different insti-
tutions, whether it's student life, the
English department, engineeringor the
business school,set out their goals," he
said.
Luceyalsohas plans for the future of
the university. "I would like to raise
<
another $50million for SU," he said. In
addition, he will continue as vice
presidentofuniversity relations andhelp
enhance the university.
Another possibility would be to look
at being a president of another
institution. But Luceysaid people aren't
lining up at his door and asking him to
bepresidentof their university.
thebusy dutiesofSU president duringFather Sullivan's absence.
Holy week,Passover schedules
U Holy Week Activites:
lass today at noon and 4:30 p.m. in
le Bcllarmine Chapel.EveningMassOf
he Lord's Supper, April 16, 8 p.m.
ampion Chapel. Presider, Bob Grimm,
J. April 17 Stations of the Cross, 2
.m. Service, Campion Chapel 3 p.m.
resider: Steve Sundborg, S.J. April
8 Easter Vigil 8 p.m. Campion
hapel.Presider: Joseph McGowen,S.J.
omilist: Erin Swezey, Campus
linister. Easter Sunday, April 19
1a.m. Bellarmine Chapel. Presider:
ouis Sauvain, S.J.
Passover schedule
The University of Washington Hillel
on 17th Street in the University District
will be hosting Passover lunches
begining today, running through Friday
and resuming on Mondayand Tuesday.
All students are welcome tobuya lunch
but please call ahead to insure
availability.
Temple de Hirsch Sinai at 16th and
Union streets on Capitol Hill will be
holding aservice to mark theconclusion
of Passover on the morningofTuesday,
April 21.














IDo youever feel like just an object withawalletat SeattleUniversity?When registration, financialaid,or the ol'billing statementhasslescome knocking on your mailbox,itis sometimes hard to remember SUpromotes the idea that "you, the studentarenot just anumber."Mostof the time, SUstudentsare treatedas peoplenot just objectswith wallets,exceptat registration time.We would like to commend theuniversity onrecognizing how stress-filled thecurrent registration process is. We particularitycommend theefforts ofSheilaHood inkeeping the communication channelsopenaftera student"no-show" at a University sponsored gripe session.
Staff Opinion
Innext-to-the-same breathor penstroke, we would like to point a
finger of doubtat students whocomplain under their breath at the
controller's window,in frontof the registration terminal,or while
waiting for financialaidcounselors yet whenthe time comes voice their
concerns — they'remouth is shut tight.
Forstudents, whodidn'tknow about the forum, talk to SheilaHood
or another member of the task force. It seems a genuine concern is
being heldout for studentsandit'stime tospeak up.
Ifenough students, in the numbers, speak up, perhaps theuniversity
willsee us more as humans rather than just richdigits.
Letter to the editor
TotheEditor:
In your Feb. 25 article, "Equal oppor-
tunity statement lacks sexual orienta-
tion," (how can astatementhave sexual
orientation?) by Stacia A.M. Green,
Anna Dillon wasquotedas saying, "The
idea is that we treat people fairly. It
(gay/lesbian) hasnever been a big issue
with us." If so, Ms. Dillon, then why
not make it policy? Wouldit not be the








«Ah, Springtime! The gentle breezeafts hormones across the Buhr Hall
wn. Freshmen frolic in the noon-day
Cn. The gonads are inbloom.Yet...Blah,winter. Students were delving inlien activities: protesting the tuition
increase, ASSU problems, the winter
quarter blahs. You remember; surely
you can't forget, those days of wrapping
up in a half-dozen layers of wool, then
entering the tropical Xavicr lobby (peel
off dat garb!).
Andyet...
Springtime! Leaping barefoot across
the Intramural Field in Technicolor
canary yellow Bermuda shorts, exactly
matching thelook of the four-color Bud-
wciserbillboards.
Yippee! Everyonebow to the altar of
jungle juice in the stomach (and
Idstream),
cool grass below the feet,
an,bare midriffs all around. Yahoo!
nix. wroteabout that, didn't he?
CX: Thing's going okay, Jane?
NE: Ha! That's alaugh.
CX: Hey,Jane! Love them shades!
want to skipclass and head on out
c Arb? We're going to go bridge-
ing and catch some sun.
NE: Sounds cool!
v onncgut had something tosay about
complacency. In "Galapagos," his latest
book,he said that one of the world's
problems was the people with access to
information and power arc, by defini-
tion,well-fed;and whenpeople arc well-
fed, nothing seems too important to
worry about.
Eore, it is difficult to getdone in the world.
Hi-ho.
Sunshine seems to me to be food for
the spirit. There's no escaping it; the
Seattle continual overdosage of rainand
overcast skies is disheartening.
One of my relatives, a California
nativeand thorough sun junkie,saidafter
living in the Seattle area for a year,
"Washington people are very active but
thisis toescape depression."
Hrn. Very well.
However, while this is probably true,
the opposite is probably true as well.
Sunshine can create in people a tend-
ency towards apathy.
And so, at Seattle University every
spring, we frolic and frisk and frisbce,
andnothing much gets done.
Admittedly, there are other factors
involved in the reduction of constructive
work: the grinding for grades (because
our GPA fell while we were working
during fall and winter);the coming of the
end of the school year, which makes
work now seem at times futile;and the
burn-out from winter quarter.
Springtime, then, is necessary. It re-
vitalizes us, warms us inside and out,
and feeds us.
However,at times Ifind this feast for
the soul turns out to be a time for
gorging. The hunger of winter gives
way to the gluttony of spring, which
gives way to the passing out from June
to August, whichgives way to the hang-
over inSeptember.
All Iask for is moderation. Let's cat
up but not stuffourselves so full the tan
lines sink down inio our soul, making
gashes in our spirit where there should
becolor.
Yeah, Iknow. "Moderation is lor
monks.
' [that isn't original]
"Let's play volleyball until we drop;







The headline read: "Sober Stanford
frats hangup their togas." AndIthought
Ifoundareally big,big storyhere.
Ihad realized a long time ago that in
California anything was possible, and it
seemed like the impossible had happened
atStanford. It seemedthat one fraternity
chucked the old party till ya puke
philosophy and went dry, hung up the
dirty linens and put on some casual
sportswear,stoppedbeingboys andgrew
into men.
Ithought that maybe old Sigma Alpha
Epsilon would even go as far as to adopt
milk as their official beverageand Bessie
thecow as their mascot.
The article mentioned that during the
Greek's spring rush at Stanford there
were events such as softball, water
sliding and a sushi party. But no togas
in sight.
Maybe there ishope for our youth yet,
I thought. Maybe college boys-
become-men have decided the rude,
obnoxious, irresponsible, inconsiderate,
loud and worthless "Heaven and Hell"
parties have no relevance in life. Maybe
they have decided college is not meant
for non-stop partying where one gets an
education somewherebetween drinks.
Maybe ...
But the maybes were dashed to the
ground as my hopes were interrupted by
the reality that was expressed by the
bodyof the storyIread.
Yousec,Iwas dupedby amisleading
headline. The truth of the matter is, the
sober spring rush .was mandatory.
President Donald Kennedyof Stanford
University barred alcohol from the
festivities;so it is written,so it shall be.
It wasn't the boys mature outlook on
life that removed alcohol from spring
rush; quite the opposite, it was their
rudeness,etal,(see above) that did it.
One monday night, earlier in they
school year,Sigma Alpha Epsilon woke
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America at odds withRome overdivine guidance
Ron E. Cody
SpectatorOpinionEditor
Think back a few weeks when the
Vatican produced a 40-page report that
condemned surrogatemotherhood, test-
tube babies, cloning, experiments on
livingembryos andother relatedmedical
technology.
This is not whatIwish to discuss in
this piece (please see related article in
this section) but insteadIwould like to
address the response of Catholic Amer-
icans which seems to be indicative of a
prevailing attitude with many in this
country.
WhatIam addressingisexpressedina
statementby Dr.Michael Soules who
oversees the University of Washington's
test-tube baby program and fashions
himselfa RomanCatholic: "TheCatho-
lic Church is not in concert with most
Catholics in this country."
Imagine now the church in Corinth
during the first century having the same
attitude. Maybe the following wouldbe
a letter they would write in response to
the ApostlePaul.
"to Paul,Apostle of Jesus Christ.
"We appreciate your concern but we
believe that you are just not in concert
with most of the Christians in this re-
gion. We think this temple prostitute
stuff has plenty of merit. We have the
opportunity to worship gods with the
full ecstasy of human passion. What
more could a god want? We also think
theGreeks and their philosophy is really
where things are headed in the future.
With philosophy we can answer all of
man's problems, so Paul, this stuff a-
bout the evils of illicit sex and the
superior wisdom of God is not a good
stance."
I'm not going to argue whether
everything that comes from the Vatican
and has the pope'sseal of approval on it
is completely infallible. lam going to
argue that the Catholic Church is not
subject to the prevailing winds of the
society's attitudes andmorals.
As Catholics, there should be two
main authorities for you. First and for-
most is God. His authority is unde-
niable. Second is the pope. Most of
what he says is subject to some debate
but when it comes to the point that
Catholics say the pope is off base and
they (Americans) are where it is at then
they are heading down the road of the
Protestants.
Not that theProtestants arenecessarily
wrong, it's just that one can't call
himself a Roman Catholic if he doesn't
acquiesce to the authorityof Rome.
One must assume the priests in the
Vatican are interpreting the Bible in light
of society's advancing technology and
ever-changing (degenerating?) morals and
urging their followers to not allow
society to influence their faith but to
remain holy (which means set apart).
Before you start questioning the
Vatican's stand on issues of morality
check toseeif youarequalified todo so.
How much devotion to God's word and
how much prayerful consideration have
youput into the issue? Areyoumaking
an informed judgment or are you using
your limited theological background
mixed in with alot of societal influence
todetermine your stand on the issue?
Should faith take aback seat toartificial procreation
Ron E. Cody
SpectatorOpinionEditor
When you think of religion do you
think common sense? Pragmatists and
scientists have common sensebut when
itcomes to faith commen sense seems to
take a back seat. It is inherent in the
meaning that to takesomething on faith
is to believe it even if it does notmake
sense.
That does not mean nothing in reli-
gion makes sense. Theologically it is
all supposed to make sense; believers
just take things on faith which through
their limited perspective are unable to
understandyet.
Paul wrote in 1 Corinthians 2:14:
"The man without the spirit does not
accept the things that come from the
Spirit of God, for theyare foolishness to
him, and he cannot understand them,
because they are spiritually discerned."
We simply do not understand every-
thing.
In the late 19th century physicists
thought theyknew everything there was
to know about physics, then came the
discovery of radioactivity and the
development of the theory of relativity.
We didn'tknow everything thenand we
don'tknow everythingnow.
Although today many scientists admit
that they don't know everything, they
believe they know enoughof what they
are doing to say the gains outweigh the
consequences. For the sake of medical
knowledgeand thebetterment ofhuman
life,doctors and scientists are using their
microscopes right along side their
limited scopes.
The recent report from the Vatican
concerning artificial procreation is an
attempt tobroaden theperspectiveon the
immorality of artificial procreation.
They are saying there are some great
consequences to this sort of genetic
development.
Maybe surrogatemotherhood wasn't
such agood idea after all;ask the parents
(whichones?). Maybe they will makea
new TV series out of it: "Custody
Court: Who's kidam I,anyway?"
Test tubing hasbecome a real recrea-
tional sport. Let's mix up a batch of
kids andsee if wecan't getone toattach
to a uterus. Once the game is over we'll
just wash the spare players down the
sink. Or better yet,anew game:Experi-
mentation! Lastone dead isarottenegg.
Of course we can now do away with
natural selectionand makehybridpeople
instead. How many of you are geneti-
cally inferior?
Besides the purly scientific morality
debate, let's look at some very common
sense ideas that spring from the Vatican
report.
BeforeIdo this however,let me setup
some basic Christian perspectives.
There isa lot to be said for the basic
family unit. The Bibleexplicitly speaks
out against many forms of sexual im-
morality including homosexuality, adul-
teryanddivorce, which is aformof adul-
tery. These forms of sexual relations go
against the structure of the family unit.
It is also saying that sex outside of
marriage is bad.
Why?
Because sex is meant for making ba-
bies,notfor our self-gratifyingpleasure.
Marriage is the joiningof twopeople
tobecome one flesh,whereall thingsare
shared and the union of the two through
sex ispleasurableand fulfilling and it is
designed tobond twopeople together.
We call itlove.
Love, being all fogiving and com-
pletely unselfish, is meant to be per-
manent.
Anything not permanent is not true
love;hence having sex and making love
are not the same things.
Where am Igoing with this? To
show the common sense behind the
Church stand againstbirth control.
To avoid having babies, we invented
birth control so we could have sex with-
out theafter effects, without thecommit-
ment. The problem is, when youengage
in something that is designed for per-
manentbondingand youleave theoption
open for destroying that bond, it is like
supergluing your body to another per-
son's. Separating them again becomes a
long, difficult andpainfulprocess.
Birth control, however, was mainly
invented toavoid what weperceive tobe
a greater problem than non-permanent
relationships: Birth.
So what's so bad about birth; we all
had to go through it.
The problem is,babies are begun in
situations that are unhealthy for their
existence. Situations like emotionally
and financially incapable parents,single
parents,abandonment,abortion.
Iwould like to interject a question at
this time: Is it fair to give a child a
limited chance for proper development?
Isit fair togiveachildnochance atall?
How do we give a child the best
chance possible? Logically, one would
give a child proper food, shelter,
education andlove.
Things children don'tneedarecustody
battles, a parent who doesn't live at
home and the other who only sleeps
there because he/she is trying toprovide
for the family, television role models
insteadof parentalones,confusion about
who they belong to and doubt about
whether theyare loved. A child doesn't
need embryonic roulette or experimen-
tation.
There is common sense behind the
traditional family unit. A child's emo-
tional developmentis mostgreatly influ-
enced byits environment and emotional
developmentiscritically dependentupon
proper relationships beginning with the
parents where most of a child's moral
values, integrity and understanding of
loveshould come from.
Vacanthomes cannotprovide much of
that.
Itisnow widely accepted that children
who grow up in an improper home
environment are much more likely to fail
to adjustproperly in a social setting than
children whocame from "goodhomes."
Looking at all of the mental and
emotional trauma that comes from a
poor family environment,it only makes
sense the Vatican would want to prevent
trends that would erode the traditional
family unit,the unsurpassedmethod for
childdevelopment.
Soapbox rorum
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REPORT:-
How does media view developingnations?
Reader's Digest Great World Atlas, 1968
A Christian Science Moniter conference on responsibility in the media questioned whether the Western press
presents an "old world" view of the developing nations.
CoverageofThird Worldquestioned
How does the Western media
cover developingnations?
Is the reporting vastly differ-
ent from the coverage on West-
ern nations?
Does the Western media focus
heavily on body counts and
earthquakes when writing about
other countries?
Journalists, professors and
students from around the world
tackled these and other issues at
a conference on media respon-
sibility for journalism students
held inBoston last month.
In this special supplement two
Spectator reporters, Stacia A.M.
Green and Jennifer Vance and
Spectator graphics editor Shelly
Griffin, hightlight some of the
issues raised about coverage of
developing nations.
Speakers such as Cable News
Network correspondent Mike
Chinoy and Charlayne Hunter-
Gault of McNeil-Lehrer News
Hour spoke at the conference
about some of the problems of
current coverage and discussed
possible solutions.
Hunter-Gault, a former New
York Times reporter, said she
believes the next generation of
journalists can bring about a
better, more compelling coverage
to the print andbroadcast media.
She emphasized the need to offer
something different from typical
news coverage in order to dig
deeperinto current issues.
She said compassion was an
important element to news
coverage, adding it should not
detract from objective journal-
ism. Commenting on objective
writing, she noted. "Truth is
always hard to grasp and always
in the eye of thebeholder."
The conference was sponsored
by The Christian Science
Monitor after criticism over a
world video conferencethey held
last year which failed to discuss
developingnations.
About 500 people attended,
with 67 visitors from 11 count-
ries.
Lester Brown, president of
World Watch Institute, opened
the conference with a discussion
on the importance of Africa,
Asia and Latin America in
matters of economic,political
and environmental issues.
Brown emphasized the global
nature of problems developing
nations face and the need for the
media to cover suchproblems.
Brown set the pace of the
conference by localizing many of
STORIES BY JENNIFER VANCE AND
STACIA A.M. GREEN.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHELLY GRIFFIN.
his speech so participantscould
relate onan emotional level. He
pointed out the destruction of
rain forests in Brazil and how
the lack of trees effect the energy
source of local villages.
He also discussed how imme-
diate action is needed to prevent
further problems.
Panelists discussed the myth
of a single Third World using
headline events to aid ina deeper
understanding of developing
nations and educating Third
World journalists in the First
World so they could cover their
own countries.
Solutions,sharing and suggest-
ions were an integral part of
small group discussions and
allowed for a more intimate
interaction between the parti-
cipants.
Panelists ranged from Jack
Hamilton, author of "Main
Stream America" to Yoichi Fu-
nabashi, a Japanese political
correspondent for 17 years.
The conference was held on the
grounds of the First Church of
Christ, Scientist and in the





How does media vi^v
Western nations receive most of
their information about developing
nations from the back seat of taxi
cabs and from waiters in
Western-style hotels, according to
the founder ofPanama's only inde-
pendentpressLa Prensa.
Roberto Eisenman, La Prensa
founder, and other journalists who
have worked overseas expressed
dismay at the superficial coverage
given developing nations in the
Western media.
Robin Wright, former CBS cor-
respondent inAfrica, said she often
could not get a story aired if the
person interviewed did not speak
English.
Wright interviewed Libyan leader
Col. Muammaral-Qaddafi twice and
neither aired because he spoke
Arabic during the interview.
Eisenman feels foreign corre-
spondents in Third World nations
rarely understand the problems of
the nations they are covering
because they do not experience the
culture first hand.
The Western press perpetuates
many stereotypes and general-
izations about the Third World
because of the lack of cultural
understanding and sensitivity,
Eisenman said.
"Coverage has traditionally been
trendy, lacking in-depth reporting
and persistence," Eisenman said
during the Media Responsibilities
to Third World Symposium in
Boston. "Crisis-to-crisis reporti^|
and over-simplification of report-
ing is what we see," hesaid.
Lack of time, money problems,
political influence and appealing to
Western audiences are several
reasons why crisis-to-crisis report-
ing and stereotypes persist innews
today, said Eisenman.
Unless reporters have working
knowledge of the native language,
the taxi driver syndrome will con-
tinue because reporting takes place
where there is no language barrier,
regardless of where the events take
place, said Eisenman.
Because the media functions as a
business, enterprise, time and
money restrict thorough coverage0
developing nations.
Robin Wright, former CBS corres-
pondent, said covering non-crisis
events and daily life,while inAfrica
Panel members at the meeting helped address the





Perched on the edgeof a sofa with
their hands clasped in their laps,
they looked so calm, but when
pressed about issues concerning
their native country or the
non-Western world their eyes litup
and both women spoke in rapid
tones.
"Idon't like the term Third World.
They are catagorizing words into
priorities. To me, my country is
First World and it is the whole
world. If you ask anybody if they
think their country is from the
Third World they would say 'of
course not.' But we understand our
country is a developing country is a
blunt truth that we have to admit."
Lamees All Al Hadidi said.
Hadidi and Sahar Khamis have
traveled to Boston from Cairo, two
of the 60 or so foreign journalism
students that crossed oceans and
time zones to attend a conference
that concerns their lives and their
profession; journalism coverage in
developing nations.
The focus of the symposium was
media responsibility in the Third
World. But Hadidibelieves even the
topic does a disservice to her nation.
"They are putting so many
different countries together in one
block. There is no similarity, not at
all,between us and Latin America.
Distinctions maybe but no simi-
larities."
Both women are students of
journalism at the American Uni-
versity of Cairo. Hadidi is a senior
and Khamis is working toward a
master's degree in communications.
Both were raised in Cairo. They
attended English-speaking schools
andKhamis spent a year inOhio as
anexchange student.
They often interrupt each other in
their excitement to make a point
but most of the time they agree on
ideas. They recognize the weak-
nesses of their nation but desire
more complete coverage to allow for
an in-depth understanding of their
nation.
'The image of Arabs in the media
is totally distorted. We are terror-
ists or oil rich. When Iwas here
before they were asking me 'do you
have a camel? Doyou live ina tent?'
These are all stereotypes," said
Khamis.
One speaker at the conference
spoke about how television was
supposed to create a global village
but instead has separated people
and drawn up stereotypes. Khamis
agrees.
'Theproblems of the Third World
ingeneral are very complicated: the
economic problems, the social
problems, the political problems. I
cannot see how there can be a
television news story about
overpopulation in 60 seconds or
about the Islamic revolution in Iran
in60 seconds."
Khamis believes most reporters do
not fully understand the issues
being covered,and therefore canno t
write knowledgeably about them.
She works as anews assistant with
the Wall Street Journal inCairo and
thinks the two reporters there cover
stories wellbecause theyknow their
topics.
"Before they write the story they
inform themselves very well on it.
They do alot of research. This is
really what is needed. They try to
getbooks about it, they readabout it,
they try to meet important people
Two students express
at present coverage of
and talk about it. ButIthink this
might be true only for the Wall
Street Journal and especially with
cutbacks inothernewsbureaus."
Another criticism of American
journalism lies in the stories that
are chosen for coverage. Both
women believe the editorial
decision to cover earthquakes and
perceptionof life here. 0
Hadidiestimates about 80percent
of Egyptians have television sets
and spend many hours a day in
front of them. "The women, they
used to bake, they used to be self
sufficient, they used to get all their
food and drink from the village
itself. But nowadays, the whole
"... SO WE KNOW WHATS GOINGON.
ITHINK MOST OF THE DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES HAVE EXTENSIVE CO-
VERAGE OF THE DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES, WHILE THE REVERSE
ISNOT TRUE," SAID KHAMIS.
disaster stories undermines other
crucial issues of developingnations
that may be very important but are
not very spectacular.
"What we really need is more
accurate and effecient coverage of
Eygpt and anyThird World country.
They are mostly emphasizing crisis,
or sensationalism. There are many
other sides ofEgypt," saidHadidi.
'You can't have all your news in
crisis. I know that the most
interesting news and the good
stories are stories of crisis and
controversial issues but if we had
three stories of crisis and
controversial issures let's have one
that's covering what else is going
on."
But because much of,Egyptian
television entertainment is from
the states, including shows like
"Dallas," the natives who have
never traveled may have a warped
village is sitting inside with aTV set
and they are astonished."
Khamis thinks a demonstrations
effect is takinghold of Egypt, which
means that people are frustrated
because they want what they see on
television. "It's a different style of
life and it raises their expectations
totally," she said. 'They want to
have the same things and the same
consumer goods and the same
standard of living."
The women fear many Egyptians
are abandoning the land to worlflßi
other Arab countries so they can
gainthese material items.
Khamis offered an example of a
pressing problem that has received
little attention in the Western press.
"In Nova, in upper Egypt near the
border to the Sudan, the High Dam
has changed life completely and the
villages are completely destroyed
because of the HighDam. The whole




























with little background of the native
culture, said Mike Chinoy, a Cable
News Network correspondent.
Chinoy said a typical week
included travel to several countries
toxover abroad range of topics. It's
hJJ work to be knowledgableabout
all the stories one must cover in a
single week, he said.
Covering countries with limited
exposure to the culture hinders the
covering the Third World must have
a vision of them [the countries] and
"keep that vision until they are
transformed," she said.
Jimi Lott, Seattle Times photo-
journalist, tries to live that vision.
"The thing iseverybody is due basic
human dignity no matter how rich
or poor,"Lott said.
George Krimsky, director of the
Center for ForeignJournalists,said
it is ignorant of Western journalists
to assume that a villager in the
mountains of Peru speaks English.
The need to understand the culture
also involves the need to understand
the language.
Political organizations in
developing nations often control
both the national and international
coverage of the nation. The South
African government demands ap-
proval of all news stories leaving
the country.
South Korea also has a
government-controlled press.
An American education for a
South Korean student does not
guaranteehe willbe able to use his
skills in his native country,
Kriminsky said. Freedom of the
press is an American ideal and
could not be practiced in South
Korea, he said. Violating their press
restrictions can put your life in
jeopardy, he added.
Eisenman was exiled from
Panama under threat of death
because of his support of economic
and political democracy.
Besides crisis coverage, do
Western audiences care about what
goes on in developingnations?
Many conference participants
didn't think so and felt theyneeded
to attract audiences by packaging
their stories using conomic issues
and feature stories to interest
readers.
One participant noted that an
lowa newspaper used an article to
make its audience aware of the
connection between lowa and the
rest of the world.
The article showed how trade
agreements send lowa crops to de-
veloping countries.
One participant thought Western
readers develop a sense of the
problems in developing nations
from feature stories about the
day-to-day struggles of the local
people.
"International media should come
to Africa and respect local realities,
culture and politics," saidFernando
Lima, editor of a Mozambique news
agency. "That is obtained by using
local people."
Eisenman feels coverage of Latin
America has increased in general
because of several hot topics,
including the contra debate, drug
trafficking and the Latin American
debt crisis.
was difficult because she had to
transport half a ton of equipment.
She also said there were only two
transmitter points on the continent,
making video transmission dif-
ficult.
News bureaus traditionally do not
have the resources to keep a jour-
nM st in one country for an ex-
tended period of time. Often
sensitivity and knowledge of the
Journalist, said Eisenman.
"Crisis is the fuel that drives the
industry," said Charlayne Hunter-
Gault, correspondent for the
MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour.Hunter-
Gault believes journalists should
have compassion for the country
they are covering.
"Anyone truly committed to
THE THING IS EVERYBODY IS DUE
BASIC HUMAN DIGNITY NO MATTER
HOW RICHOR POOR." --JIM LOTT,
SEATTLE TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER.
ia vidv developing nations?
Peeking at the Times
Discussing coverage of developing
nations inanalytical terms may be
a worthy cause but how does the
biggest local daily bring issues
closer to Seattle?
The Seattle Times has a quarterly
Pacific Rim issue that covers inter-
national developments incountries
bordering the Pacific.
Mike Larson, at the city desk of
the Times, said the Pacific Rim
coverage is more interesting to
Seattle audiences because of close
economic ties.
Henoted many peoplehave immi-
grated tQ this area from Pacific Rim
countries and maintainstrong con-
nections with family in their native
land.
"In thepast 10 yearswe have sent
some of our own reporters off to
cover stories in other countries,"
Larson said, adding most overseas
reporting comes from wire services
suchasAssociated Press andUnited
Press International.
"There are a variety of judgments
involved in sending a reporter to a
country for coverage," he said,
adding the story should appeal to
local audiences.
An informal look at the Seattle
Times Sunday edition of April 12
demonstrates that integration of
coverage on developing nations
may be a slow process.
Sunday's 372-page paper con-
tained 10 stories concerning deve-
loping nations.
The front section had three
articles; one analyzed the pope's
visit to Chile, another focused on
Archbishop Desmond Tutu's pro-
tests and the third was on South
Korean political conflicts.
Several sections, including
economy, entertainment, scene and
Northwest, did not run any stories
relating to developing nations.
The travel section contained three
stories about travel to developing
nations, including one on drinking
local water.
The author statedit was necessary
to drink bottled water while
traveling anywhere outside of the
United States.
"And in areas of questionable
sanitation
--
the rest of the world--
where the incidence of intestinal
upsets amongvisitor ranges from 10
to 50 percent, estimates are thatwater is the cause of about
two-thirds of the problems," wroteKarlNeumann,M.D.
The Christian Science Monitor Building inBoston. The
Monitor sponsored the conference after criticism of
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4 sa where they lived to another
area and they aredying."
She believes these types of
problems are not getting coverage
because the media focuses on
assassinations and army revolts.
Though Hadidi and Khamis
believe United States coverage is
lacking when it comes to covering
developing nations, Egyptian
coverage of the United States is
quite thorough.
"On TV the 8 o'clock news is in
English. After they tell what'sgoing
on in Egypt, the second thing is
'President Reagan signed a bill ..."
So we know what's goingon. Ithink
most of the developing countries
bnve extensive coverage of the
enveloped countries, while the
reverse isnot true," said Khamis.
One way to cover developing
nations in a responsible style might
be to hire natives who were raised
with that culture to report on itand
that is what Hadidi and Khamis
plan to do. Both know the
difficulties they will face as female
journalists in a traditional, male-
dominated society but they are
willing to take those risks in order
tolive and work inEgypt.
Hadidi feels a strong desire to
serve thecountry that raisedher. "I
would love my children to be
Clyptians, to live and suffer the
Egyptian life and the Egyptian
economy and the troubles. We are
the ones who have to make our lives
better. If each Egyptian took his
own geniusand gotout ofEgypt, who
is left? The junk!"
BothHadidi andKhamis know
their chosen careers willbe difficult
to pursue in their native land but
they say they are willing to fight to
make Egyptabetterplace tolive.
white malescallshots onwhat's inoroub
Attending The Christian Science Monitor's media responsibility to the
ThirdWorld symposium showed what a limited perspective of the news we
are given.
How can we make a difference if modern journalism is dominated by
stereotyped views of the world in a profession that has a limited
perspective?
Lack of more in-depth viewof the world, especially Third World nations,
the language barrier, and white,male dominance are some problems faced
in journalism today.
There seems to be aninherent lack ofbasic coverage of the Third World or
developingnations inWestern newspapers.
The conference opened up, to many attendees, truths of what is really
printed andbroadcast — earthquakesand assassinations.
When was the last timeyouread anarticleabout the day
- to - day life of a
villager inHaiti or the trouble some villages have finding wood to heat their
houses because wholesale harvesting of the rain forests has depleted the
wood supply?And was itwrittenby someone you felt adequatelycovered all
issues?
Most editors onWestern newspapers are white males and influence what
is printed or broadcast. Photojournalism is dominated by the same class
though there seems tobe more women andminority reporters today.
Changesmust be made before anyone, other than those select few, can
make a difference.
The function ofjournalismis to gather and disburse information. If that
is the function ofjournalism, then the media neglects the basic foundation
of journalism.
The purpose of the conference was to suggest solutions to problems
journalists face today incovering the developing nations.
Education seems tobe the key.
The broad-based liberal arts background Seattle University provides
seems to give an edge over most journalism students from other
universities.
There were several students ingroupsIattended who didnot evenknow
Egypt was on the African continent. There is this underlying tendency
Americanshave that we are the only ones that exist in this world.
Several students attending the conference shared that they did not have
worldhistory or world current events classes. Economics,political science,
business structures and especially religous history are classes journalism
majors should atleast be offered tobe able toreport about aculture.
Many of the groups Iattended were dominated by professors (mostly
white, male, American professors) defending their way of teaching
journalism to the following generation.
With that prevailing attitude and limited perspective there needs to be a
change. By StaciaAM.Green
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Y^" younot onlyhavefun, youshowkids what
j- jj/wfW* it means to live for Jesus Christ. In a Christian
campyour summer job makes a difference in a
child's life! CallIntercristo's Christian Placement
Network todayand discover thousands of job
openings in Christian camps across the U.S.A.
and Canada.
For more information call Intercristo
TOLL FREE 1-800-426-1342
in AX, HI, or WA call 1-206-546-7330
flfl F ■'" W 9 L .
jja *«is«n oicrist* □YES, send me more information on howIcan get aI summer job in a Christian camp
"® ' Name ,
Intarcrislo
The Career and Human Address
___ —
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WEDNESDAY,APRIL 22nd, 1987 I' NOON TO 2:00 P.M. /
I LEMIEUXLIBRARY FOYER 1'
I
i A variety of work-studyandnon-work-study employers willbe
''




\ Employers attending include: ''
I\ *Bathhouse Theatre *Museum of History& Industry \
r *Boys andGirlsClub of KingCounty Marriott (SAGA)
,
\ Catholic Youth Organization NorthwestHospital1 *City of Seattle *Officeof the AttorneyGeneral ,
\ Division of DevelopmentalDisabilities Pike Place Market PDA1*Echo Glen Children's Center RainierNational bank |
\The Edgewater Inn St. Cabrini HospitalIEvergreenLegal Services SeattleFirstNational Bank |\ John FlukeManufacturing Seattle Trust
7 Foster,Pepperand Riveria SheratonDowntown
A Frederick and Nelson *SmallFaces Child DevelopmentCentei
7 HolidayInn Crowne Plaza Swedish Hospital\ ibm Totem Girl Scout Council
T *immunex UnitedParcel Service
A KingCounty Medical/Blue Shield *University District CoopDay Care
7 *King County Personnel VirginiaMason Hospital\ *King CountyProsecuting Attorney Washington Mutual Savings Bank
7 *Kingdom Tours The WestinHotel\ TheLearningTree Your Seattle City Light
/ Multicare Medical Center *YMCA
employers
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Ihe two lucky, but deductive detectives round it
—
their names arc /xelvin /\ersbero
and David Doub. Ihe tomonawk was hidden outside, by some roses, on the around, under a Lush, by the fountain. L^onoratulations to the ucky winners!
UANL^t L/L.AOODO . . . Otartino; April Zo, every Iuesday evening [or live consecutive weeks.
/ p.m. " Ballroom, O p.m. "" Nioht L^luo, J p.m. " cMtterbucJ,
I lee: ilO per person, per course. Register: At AjJU ojjice or at irst class session Instructor: Aember of Lets Dance Productions SZ.3~/331.
■established by the division o student life inorder toacknowledge, encourage and commend students and student organizations who enhance the quality ol life
at Seattle University by their actions. There are a variety of categories and awards. Nominations must be completed and returned to the o||lce of student
I I 1 1 A F ] A 1 0/1 D D ' i A I A IQO7 ,\ 1 A I 9/1 IQQ7 P i i A Irleadership by H p.m., Iridny, April /LH. Forticipation Period is April "t, 1 70/ through April LH, 170/. I resentation Award L^eremony
begins at 6 p.m., friday, Aay I, in the north court of Connolly Center, for information contact Dill Grace, student leadership o ice, 6Zo*6/oZ.
r i?un Run SppingfeSt CarnivalI "te^i^. rat 0̂ „ a n p » Bapbequo by sRGR noon-2 p.m.idinmQ G SatuPday,Ma^ a ...Connolly Center
ErentS Sponsored by ReSidenoe haSP, Rbbh and i?ine RrtS.
....... * >'% I
Veanesday, April Lj ~~ Mariners vs. l\ea Oox. Dartseaue on Dunr nail lawn. Pepsi Dus. I ickets on sale jor vpO.OU
at the Intramural CJflice ana ACOU Activities vJffice. Jponsorea oy Iniramurals L,onnollv Center ana AD-JU.11 111 / /
BARBEQUE wlih 150 .. . Thursday, April 30 [rom 11:30-2:30 p.m. on Bukr Hall lawn. Aaln Attraction from I
t)"O p.m. on Dunr Mall Lawn concert is free. Ihursaay niont I V witn the Did Jcreen at the Chieftain rrom O"IU p.m.
Cosoy Jnow, family 1 ies! Cheers,Niont Court, Ihursaay Niont <si the movies from ICHZ mianioht. All evnts sponsoredI
by I DO, International Students, AjJU, Student Leaderships, Student Life, and Residence Halls.
HUI O NAN! HAVAIIN CLUB. . .presents Wolelo O Ha Pae'Aina "Traditions o[ the Islands" ~ Seattle!
University's 26tn Annual Luau on April 25, 1987 at 6 p.m. in Campion Ballroom. Tickets will Le available in tne ASSU
office between Z:OU"v3 p.m. ana Dellarmine Looby aurino lunch ana dinner hours for J)IZ. Also raffle tickets are available
for $1 - VINA ROUNDTRIP TO HAVAII and other great prizes.
CKIoDACjII CC/N I tv)1 ... Jidn up in the Chieftain. Rules: \)Make your own time to play and sign name and telephoneO I 1 I . \ I Q 1
no. Zylt s the best L out of Oor just I dame, players decide, if any Questions " flip a coin to decide. o) You must play within
a week and put name in next position. 4) 1 you kave any ausetions, contact Trisha in tne Activities Office at 626"6815.1 » ' 1 11
I rizes... Ist 1 lace "Cribbaoe board Znd I lace "" lunch at a local restaurant.
Kape and/or assault could happen to any of us but it aoesn t nave to be that way.In most circumstances there are ways to avoidI
only and will be held ai Connolly Center. Application forms available in todays issue of the Spectator or from the Campus
Assistance Center, for more information, call Rick Diedrich (ext. 6400) or Jody Kelly (ext. 5479).
AAY DAY. ..Friday, Aay I J a.m. Leadership Conference ll"l:30 p.m. "" University Vide Picnic (SAGA)
U"O p.m. Leadership Awards J~\ p.m. Uance
I 11
IAll events sponsored by University Kelations, AjJ)U, U ice for Otudent leadership, Otudent life, Connolly Center,
BACKGAAAON CONTEST IN PROGRESS ~ Winners will be announced and prizes will be awarded.
oet ready seniors dinner dance comind up / \ay Lj at the downtown llilton " watch for details next week.
IHINGB RRE RERLLY HQPPIN1 d«,h iy V/^ 3-4
Arts/Entertainment
Wessel s paintingsevoke memories of childhood
By Baubie Paschal
SpectatorReporter
Many children have a unique way of
looking at the world. This is especially
true of the world of dreams and
nightmares, the familiar and the
mysterious elements that capture young
minds in the continuum between sleep
and wake, consciousness and uncon-
sciousness.
Northwest artistLaura Wessel's latest
show at the Alonso/Sullivan Gallery
grasps thechildlike visions within each
of us and mirrors them with acrylics on
canvas andpaper.Her work explores the
depths of prc-adolescent, unfettered
imagination.
"The Yellow Raincoat and Other
Ghosts" is a collection of paintings
created over Wessel's lifetime, com-
mitted to canvas within the past two
years.
The format of eachpainting is simple
geometric shapes andcrayon-likecolors.
The combination of the two make each
piece vibrant andexciting, like realizing
your kindergarten self-portraits express
your identity better than a studio
photograph.
"Hold the Sleeping Head" highlights
an animal figure, perhaps a dog or cat,
supporting adrowsy child while anadult
doses off in the corner, probably after
reading the kid a bedtime story. This
painting evoked a lot of memories for
me
— nighttimes spent flipping through
Maurice Sendak's "Where the Wild
ThingsAre" torecent mid-afternoon naps
resting my head upon my cat's front
paws.
This painting brings back memories
that comfort meduring timesof stressin
the world of responsibility, work and
mortality. These memories recall child-
hood's wonderful innocence without
condemnation of learned prescience. And
this isn'tevenmy favorite painting!
Another great piece is "Watchful
Eyes," a 21.5 x 27.5 canvas containing
delicious banana yellow andcool grape/-
burgundies. In this painting, a man
clothedinhat andovercoat walks downa
city street,happy and seemingly carefree,
while elongated suspicious faces stare
outathim from narrow windows.
Wessel contracts the self-contained,
squat pedestrian with the protracted,
prudish visages in their windows and
comes up with an appropriate image of
subtle distrust existing between one
person and the restof society.
A soft background of blues and
blue-based tones grabbedmy eye upon
noticing "Blue Woman." The figure's
face is turned askance, apparently stern
andannoyedwithsomeone or something
not noticeable to the viewer.
Her chest and torso face forward.
From the tense curve of her breasts and
the broad contours of her shoulders it is
obvious that this lady is neither a
pushover nude nor a voluptuous vixen
ripeand ready for rapture.
The "Blue Woman" is a lady of the
80s, comfortable with her nudity, the
stark simple truth of her nakedness but
by no means made vulnerableby it.
That the "Blue Woman" is included in
the collection at first struck me asodd.
The feelings andstyle of thispaintingdo
not remind me of childhood visions,but
it is fitting when Iconsider the artist's
statement for the collection,especially
the sentence, "Theseare images with fear
and with the mystery ofnight talesheld
indark room corners."
Didn't youseeadults asproud, though
often sullen whenyou wereakid?
My favorite painting, "Traveling
Parade," has as its subject one of my
favorite escapes — music. Two per-
formers, oneadancer or singer, theother
a musician, are joyously jammin' in
some open space without an audience.
This doesn't seem tophase them.
The wondrous use of pastel melons,
pinks,blues andbanana yellowsprovide
eye candy much the same way music
provides ear candy for the listener.
Wessel gives this painting a rich life of
its own.
Stop by the Alonso/Sullivan Gallery
this Thursday for the opening of Laura
Wessel's show and see for yourselfhow
well she has captured the mood of
childhood andheld it fast tocanvas.
Laura Wessel's "The YellowRaincoat
and Other Ghosts" hangs at the
Alonso/Sullivan Gallery, 207 Harvard
Aye. East, from April 16 to May 16,
1987. The opening reception is Thurs-
day, April16from 5p.m. to 9p.m.
Northwest artist Laura Wessel displays her paintings in the Alonso/SullivanGallery.
Dessen discusses Shakespeare on the modern stage
By Lisa Willis
SpectatorReporter
To play Shakespeare in a modern
form, or not to; that was the question
presented by Alan Dcsscn inalecture on
Wednesday,April8.
Dessen, a professor at the University
of North Carolina, author,and aTrustee
for the Shakespeare Association, has
been interested in Shakespeare's works
since the late 1950s during his under-
graduate studies. He said most directors
want to make their mark and play
Shakespeare in modern forms. Often
the texts lose meaning.
When Shakespearewrotehisplays,he
wrote them for the Globe Theater, which,
has the audience surrounding the stage in
acircle. There wereno elaborate setsand
the lighting was the same, be it a night
or day scene.
Dcsscn argues lliis was probably the
way the plays were meant to be staged.
Shakespeare wrotehis scenes with the
actors in mind, not the producers.
However, with the advanced technology
of the 20th century, there arc elaborate
costumes andsets.
One problem which confronts purists
is that the original manuscripts were
destroyed, thus there are several working
texts to go from, all of which show
several differences instyle.
Also, when Shakespeare wrote his
plays the language was Old English,
something hard for audiences to grasp.
Often, subtle meanings are lost when
translated into a more understandable
form.
"In the 1980's it is fashionable to put
the translator over the author or creator,"
said Dcsscn. "This is dominate in the
case of Shakespeare. The question is,
how much do you trust your audience?"
Dcsscn cited several examples of how
works can lose their meaning through
interpretation of an actorordirector. For
this reason, Dcsscn titled his lecture
"Lost in Translation: Shakespeare's
scripts on the modernstage."
Oneexample wasa modemprcxiuction
of "Romeo and Juliet." which he
compared to "West Side Story." Instead
of Romeo drinking the poison in the
death scene,he injected it.
This relates the play nicely to our
time. But what happens to Juliet's line
about kissing his warm lips and hoping
thereis still some poison left on them to
kill her also?
As far as updating costumes,Dcsscn
said there is a problem with the
characters running around incamouflage
carryingbazookas and M-16s. Thereisa
place for these things but it can detract
from the meaning of a Shakespearian
play,he said.
Dcsscn notedanother production when
acharacter was wearingacap instead of a
helmet during a fight scene. According
to script, the helmet's visor is supposed
to fall down in the middle of the action.
What is left to fall in the actor's face
vvhha simple cap?
What it seems Dcsscn is trying to say
is thathe believes Shakespeare should be
presented in the purestform possible.
However, if a company wants to
modernize it,it should bedone according
to Lhe context of the script, not just for
the purpose of making it selland making
a mark. In our time indeed there is a
place for Rambo and Juliet, but is that
whatwereally want?
Alan Dessen spoke last Wed-
nesday about Shakespeare being
lost in translation.
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Northwest poet Miranda gives insight to craft
ByMollyCumin
SpectatorReporter
With his pipe, blazer, full beard and moustache,
Gary Miranda,Northwest poet and Seattle University
Alumnus comes across more as the quintessential
mild-mannered professor, than asaformer nominee for
a Pulitzer Prize and recipient of a Fulbright
Scholarship.
His talents quickly become apparentafter listening
toor readinga few of hispoems orhearinghim speak
lovingly about the art of poetry.
Last friday,after two days of reading poetry and
talking tocreative writing classes at SU,Miranda took
time to discusshiscraft with the Spectator.
IWhatdidyoudoafter yougraduatedfromSU?Iwent to the University of Washington for aimmer, then to San Jose State and the University ofilifornia for graduate work. Ifinally got to the pointwhere my poems had escape themes. Ihad to askyself 'Is this really whatIwant to be doing?'Igot
the message that it wasn't.
What's apoem?
Ill's agift,a gift from one individual to others.Inyour opinion, what'sa goodpoem?A poem that doesn't have anything wrong with it.
But ifIfeel that a poemcan get along without me, as
Ireader,Idon't like it,it's probably a cookie-cuttertern. Idon't trusta poetwho can't write a badpoem.What makes yourpoetryso appealing?It has to do with my background. Poetry has toive some sort of tension, whether it comes fromithin or through the form of the poem. I'm not'crly tolerant of artsy things. Itry not to takeysclf very seriously, something very important.Ilike to incorporate humor at serious timesduring apoem. Ironykeeps the audience on its toes, theynever
know what to expect. It's the combination of serious
and potentiallymoving stuff in there that's kept in
check by the humor.
Canyou defineyourpoetry? Is writing anecessity?
Ionly write poems when it's necessary. IguessI
would have a difficult timedefiningmy work. IfI've
had the experience,Idon't need to explain it. It all
comes from the influence theexternal landscapes,how
something feels. Ilike statementsandItry to fit as
many asIcan intomy poetry.
Whatproblems do youfacein writingcontemporary
poetry?
One of the dangers of writing poetry is trying to
write for other poets. This narrows youraudience and
you loose sightof yourself and what you want to doas
apoet.
What goes throughyour mindwhen you're readinga
poem?
Itry to concentrateon the poem itself. Iknow the
poems will doa certain amountof work on their own.
Ilet them read themselves. Ilisten to the poemand to
the sound of my voice soIcan be with it and not
comeacross as beingmechanical.
■Isitpossible tosupportyourself writingpoetry?
Yeah,itcan be done. Idid it for awhile. Way back
when,Iused to doa lot of poetryreadings. Of course
getting awards and grants didn't hurt. Ialso had a
lower threshold of securityduring those seven yearsI
lived in Boston and supported myself by writing
poetrybecauseIdidn'thave anybodydependingon me.
Why do youfeelsome poetsdo notmake it?
To acertain extent the customeris alwaysrightand
if the customer is notreading the poetry,it's probably
not very good. People underestimate poetry's
possibilities. If poetry is important to one person, it




Ispoetrya dyingartor just slightly crippled?
Idon't really know. Everythingnow-a-days seems
dominated by the visual media-movies and videos,
especially. Iguess in the long run itdoesn't matter if
it'scrippled or dying. It'll survive. Isec all art forms
as a manifestation of a central force that is seeking
expression in different ways. It doesn't matter what
form it takes. As long as it is expressed and
communicated effectively.
What do youfeel wouldhelp the situation?
Ifpoetrybecame aspopular as film,or even music.
It's got a little of everything- it's musical to the ear
and it can evoke really great images. It's a very
dependableartform.
The worksofGaryMiranda areavailable inhis two
books, "GracePeriod"and "Listeners at the Breathing
Place,"both ofwhich contain images and lessonsof
life.
Gary Miranda lectured olast Thursday
at SUon the art ofpoetry.
Athens,Ga soundtrack is apersonal ride through Athens
By Kris Echigo
SpectatorReporter
You really goofed if you missed
"Athens, Ga -- inside and out," an off-
the-wall documentary about the music
subculture inAthens,Ga.
The movie only ran for two days at
the Neptune, so your negligence is
understandable. However,if youmissed
the movie, the soundtrack is worth
buying.
Eachband has aprofound humor that
reflects theirenvironment.
As the movie revealed, they seem to
prefer the homey complacencyof Athens
to the excitement of New York or Los
Angeles.Theydon't croon about wanting
«die like the Smiths, they don't spitgcr likeBauhaus and theydon't idealize
new political turns for society like Billy
Bragg.
Themusic outof Athens isn't jadedby
big city life. It has its own original
sound.
Most people think of the B-52's or
REM when looking ata mapof Athens.
But as the soundtrack reveals there are
bands out of Georgia with equal talent
thathave yet to make iton the Billboard
charts.
The Flat Jet Duo, comprised of a
drummer with a cheap drum set and a
guitarist who looks like Mr. Heat
Meister and sings like a schizophrenic
Elvis Presley,is the most energetic and
promising of the bands. But they don't
take themselves seriously.
The Pulons, who are no longer
together because it stoppedbeingfun one
day, have one song on the soundtrack
called "Stop It." The woman's voice
seems to come from a lobotomized state
of mind.
The song is immortal, probably
because the guitar and drums hardly
compare to the Van Halen brothers and
the lyrtcs can be memorized after two
seconds.
That is thepoint: never practice your
art like the Puritan work ethic or else it
will become dulland you'll hate it.
"Time Toy" is another band that has
underlying humor expressed in its
stream-of-consciousness style, which
T.S.Eliot would have appreciated.
According to the lyrics of the song
"Hi," "Trees don't have apples anymore... " Why plug up your stereo with
depressive lyricsby Morrissey when you
can keep your stereo heads clean with
meaningless verse?
REM has two pleasant tunes on the
soundtrack. Oneis acover of the Everly
Brother's "Dream." The other song,
"Swan Swan Hummingbird" is a
haunting ballad possibly influenced by
19th century romantic poets. Hearing
this song creates an image of what
Athens,Ga. must look like.
Other mentionable bands on the
soundtrack include "Love Tractor" who
playedinSeattle not too long ago. They
havean instrumental songcalled "Pretty"
that is prettier than its title.
The "Bar-B-Q Killers" are lousy
musicians - but again it doesn't matter.
In their song "His and Hearse," you can
just see theleadsinger writhing onstage
and howling obscenities after every
repeatedchorus.
The Squalls are aband comprised of
30-and-older hippies trying to get their
second wind by making annoying
"poppish" tunes. It sounds like music
Katrina and the Waves parent's might
produce, if theyproducedmusic.Not that
there isanything wrong with them being
old, their songs are just so saccharin
that it makes you want to send them
back home to their kids.
Overall, this soundtrack is highly
recommended.
There is a comfortable human feeling
in the Athens music that is a welcome
departure from this videoageofMadonna— where her latest haircut is more
exciting thanher music.
"Athens, Ga -- Inside and Out" is a
personalride through Athens.




Minors are now welcome
for soft drink and pizza





Tennis team loses player,coach
By Tony Pope
SpectatorReporter
KDespite the losses of an assistantach and the number one women's
player, Seattle University's tennis coor-
dinator believesher programcan still be
successful in finishing the 1987 season.
According to Janet Adkisson, tennis
coordinator,assistant coach Paul Bauer
and top women's player Tomoko
Miyazawa left the SU tennis program
after a teammeeting two weeksago.
Bauer, who was hired to help Adkis-
son while she recovered from knee
surgery, has not been seen at Connolly
Center since thatmeeting.
Adkisson felt that Bauer had possibly
misunderstood his role in the program.
"He signedacontract to be theassitant,"
Adkisson said. "He walked out, he was
f»t fired."Bauer said hehadsigned acontract thatwas to pay him $1,300 over a four-
month period. While admitting he left
the team on his own, Bauer felt he
should be compensated for the time he
worked. "Ibroke the contract, that's my
fault,butIshould still getpayed," Bauer
Miyazawa,asenior,hadbeen SU's top
women's player for thepast twoseasons.
Adkisson said Miyazawa left the team
due to her close relationship withBauer.
"They had been dating," said Adkisson.
"It's a shame she left because she was
playing well."
Miyazawa and Bauer confirmed that
they were dating. However,Miyazawa
added their relationship wasnother only
reason for leaving.
Miyazawa stated that shehad wanted
to transfer prior to the meetingbut could
not obtain a release from Adkisson.
"There were too many little things,"
Miyazawa saidof her experienceon the
team."Ilike tennisbutIcouldn't take it
anymore."
AlthoughAdkisson admitted the inci-
dent was unfortunate she hoped the
controversy would not overshadow her
team's goals.
"Both teamshave been playing well
recently," she said. "This seems to have
brought the teams together."
The men, who are currently 3-9 in
match play, have been led by senior
Kevin Wakassa. Also showing pro1.use
have been two freshmen, Jon .than
McNeelyand Walter Jackson.
Things have been more difficult for
the women. "We have been without a
full team for most of the year," said Ad-
kisson.
Despite the team's 0-10 record
Adkisson believes sophomore Kathy
Conner, freshmen Hannah Kunz and
CarlaMilan haveplayedwell.
Both the men's and women's teams
have played such DivisonIopponents as
the University of Oregon,University of
Idaho,Boise State, University of Port-
land and GonzagaUniversity. Adkisson
believes the tough early season will help
the teams at the district championships
inMay.
Adkisson said the teams have shown
improvement in recent tournaments.She
feels her players are becoming more
confident. "Theyarebeginning to believe
in themselves," she said. "I think we
might surprisepeople in the districts."
Adkisson said the district champion-
ships would be set up by seeding the ton
said, would be decided by adding the
points received for individual victories.
One point would be given for wins in
theopeningrounds and twopoints would
begivenfor semifinal and final victories.
Shehopes tohave asmany students as
possibleattend thematchagainst Seattle
Pacific University April 15. "They
(SPU) have a lot of rooters," she
explained."We would like tosee people
come out."
Both teamsplay at home this Satur-
day,as themenhost Eastern Washington
and the women face Whitworth. Both
matches start at 1:30 p.m. This will be






tOn the weekend of April 4-5,ramural Softball's Red Division saw
its first action of the 1987 season. The
Pakalolos and the Master Batters both
took two games over the weekend, tying
for firstplace.
The 2-0 Pakalolos beat the Onion
Bagels 15-8 on April 4,as team captain
Jolene Dickson went 3-for-4 witha triple
and a homer, driving in seven runs.
Carrie Kobashigawa was 4-for-4 with a
homerun and two doubles.
The next day, the Pakalolos needed
only five innings to top Reunited 15-2.
Wendy Yoshimura, who got credit for
both wins over the weekend,mowedthe
opposition down from the mound,while
Robin Ho smacked a triple and two
«' igles to spark the win.The Master Batters notched a pair ofns as well, downing Reunited 14-2
April4 andchalked up asecond win over
theOnionBacels thenextday.
On Tuesday, April 7, The men's A
league, the Green Division,played the
second week of it's schedule. Staff Infec-
tionand theRoad Warriorsbothextended
their records to 2-0, setting up a
showdown for first place which was
scheduled foryesterday.
Staff Infection's Bcrnie Matheson, a
pitcher who went undefeated in nine
starts last season, got credit for his
second win of this season as the
Infection beat Dixie Wrecked 14-12.
John Pioli's three-run triple, which drove
in the winning run, keyed a five-run
seventh inning.
Road Warrior pitcher Vince Robel
pickedup his second win of the season,
tossing four innings of scoreless ball as
his team downed the 69ers 12-0.
In observance of Easter there will be
no intramural gamesSaturday or Sunday.
Play resumes on April 21.
SU's intramural Softball league entered its second week with
the first gamesin theRed division.
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Domino'sPizzapresentsthe All Pizzas Include Our
early lunch) Nowyoucanorder SpecialBlend ofSauce
pizzaanytime after11:00am, and 100% Real DairyFriday,Saturday andSunday! Cheese.
In fact, if you know aheadof
timewhenyou'llbeeating,you Our Superb Cheese
can callusafter 10:30am, and Pizza
just tell uswhereand whenyou 12"Cheese $6.00
want yourpizzadelivered. 16"Cheese$8.75
Want it assoon aspossible?
We'll guaranteeit will be Toppings
deliveredbefore11:30. Having Pepperoni,Ham,Sausage,
lunchalittle later? Call usafter Fresh Mushrooms,Black
10:30am, andyourpizza will Olives,Onions, GroundBeef,
arrive within 10 minutes of the GreenPeppers,Pineapple,
timeyou specify, or your pizza Tomatoes,Double Cheese,
is free! ExtraThick Crust
CapitolHill location RegularCrust
only. 12" 16"
Cheese $6.00 $ 8.75







0o!111.4?CallUS! 3-items $9.00 $12.80






3:3opm - MidnightMon -Thurs 15-19pizzas 20%discount
11:00am - 1amFri & Sat 20-24pizzas 25%discount
11:00am - MidnightSunday 25 or more 30%discount
[ Aloha St
fffiflrSr/ft Coca-Cola n
nmSffljl Classic available. —
"E |JohnSl
Domino's Pizza / E Un,onDelivers^Quality. / \ Siy
|^^^ B»] kM Dearborn Stt^B ■"WYTM ©1987 Domino's PizzaheSSJLJUi ■ VULCANkn872.3/15- — — — — —— — — — — — — — — —
-.
— — — — ____ — _,
{H. Save $1.00onanypizzaJh^ ordered11:00am-3:30pm,Friday,Saturdayor Sunday.
I Expires:5-31-87
P^^— ._^_ One couponperpizza CapitolHill;VfE9 location only. Cash value: 1/20 c




With spring off to a good start and
daylight savings timehereearly,students
will have more time and sunshine to
enjoy sailing, "the perfect (Northwest)
sport," according to Kate Steele,
associate director of Seattle University
club sports.
"We couldn't be in abetter location,"
said Steele. "Water allaround us and so
many opportunities to get out there and
sail."
IThis WeekAnn-Marie SmithThe SU sailing program, which isopen to all skill levels, includes activ-
ities from sailing lessons andcruising to
racing. The spring is a great time for
beginners tobecome involved in sailing,
said Steele. "We have people calling
Eay day for information.""There's a big myth out there thatling is an elitist sport," said Dantrkson, a founding member of the
sailing program. There arepeople who
think it takes a lot of money to sail or
youhave tobe brought uparound aboat
to become involved in sailing. That's
not true, said Clarkson. "Half of the
fliege racers have never sailed beforeUege.""It takes about a year for abeginner to
getahandle on the sport,"Clarksonsaid.
Notall beginnersneed to become racers,
he said. Itdoesn't take long for the new
sailor to learn enough for recreational
enjoyment.
"Sailing is a real thinking person's
sport," Clarkson said, referring to the
concentration the sport demands.
"There'sanequalmixofmaleand female
participants, whichgives a well-balanced
feel to the sport." A sailor needs "the
athletic ability of adancer";maintaining
a gracefulbalance is important to the art
of sailing,he said.
The sport of sailing alsopromotes a
real feelingof camaraderie; "That's why
the sport works," said Clarkson.
The hiring of a new sailing
coordinator at SU,sometime this week,
willgive the program needed continuity
anddirection,added Clarkson. Thenew
coordinator willoversee the club and the
intercollegiate team.
With this year's adoption of sailing as
an intercollegiate sport atSU, the sailing
program's budget was increased, said
Steele.
"The budget is not all that adequate;
we spend alot of money on moorage,"
she said. "Hopefully we will keep
getting budget increases. (We) can
alwaysuse moremoney."
"The university is making a
commitment to support the program,"
Steele said. Since the initiation of the
program in 1983 SU sailing has gained
recognition and popularity.
The SU fleet, moored at the Leschi
Marina on Lake Washington, includes
single-handed boats (Lasers); double-
handed boats (an Alphaand a C-Lark);
and a triple-handedboat (Thistle). The
fleet changes often due to usage and
donations.
Vessel support alsocomes from local
clubs such as theCorinthian Yacht Club
and the Seattle Yacht Club,according to
Clarkson.
The supportof the local yacht clubs
was important in establishing sailing as
an intercollegiate sport. The team must
have the ability toholda regatta,a series
of boat races, in order to maintain
intercollegiate standing, said Clarkson.
The local yacht clubs will help out if
there are not enough boats to outfit
visiting teams.
"There are three more regattas this
year," Clarkson said. Most of theracing
takes place during the fall and winter.
SU competes with mostcolleges in the
Northwest which have sailing teams.
The future for the intercollegiate team
looks good and the school has been
nothingbut supportive,headded.
Theadvanced sailors on the team take
the time to make sure beginners learn
how to sail safely. "Water safety is
extremelyimportant," Clarkson said.
A coupleofrecreational events inMay
will give those weary, hesitant but
willing-to-give-it-a-try sailors a chance
to get their feet wet, said Clarkson.
There will be a sailing clinic,3 p.m.
May 5 and aspringsailing day noon to4
p.m.May 16.
Formore information on the program,
contact Kate Steele atConnolly Center,
626-5305.
SUsailing gains recognitionas Intercollegiate sport this year.
Mariners night
Baseball fans atSeattleUniversitycan
take in some action on April 29 as the
Seattle Mariners host the defending
AmericanLeague champion BostonRed
Sox.It's SUnight at the ballpark.
The fun starts around 4 p.m. with a
picnic on the Buhr lawn. According to
GaryBoyle,intramural coordinator,there
may be Mariner orRed Sox players as
guests.
Pepsi double decker busses willdrive
fans to the Kingdome for the 7:30 p.m.
contest and will return to SU following
the game. Students may purchase
specially discountedbox seats for $6.50
each from Boylein the intramural office,
or from the ASSU office. Call
intramurals at 626-5305 or ASSU at
626-6815. ■
AnSU sailordisplays the "athletic ability of adancer."
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Summer session at the
Universityof
SanFrancisco
Liberal Arts & Sciences
McLaren College of Business
School of Nursing
School of Education
College of Professional Studies
For more information call the
Summer Session Office at
. (415) 666-6848
SessionIMay 26 - July 3
SessionIIJune 22 - July 31
SessionHIJuly 6 - August 14
SPORT
Looking Ahead
The conference on "Social Justice in a
Nuclear Economy" will begintoday with
a keynote address by Michael Crosby,
author of "Spirituality of the Beatitudes:
Matthew's Challenge for First World
Christians." His address is scheduled for
noon in Pigott Auditorium and is
followedby three concurrent workshops
at 1:30 p.m. and a public lecture. The
lecture features DavidBarash,author of
"The Caveman and the Bomb: Human
EvolutionandNuclear War" and willbe
heldinPigott Auditorium at 8p.m. For
more information on the workshops call
Betsey Barker-Klein afternoons at
626-5365.
April 21
The film "Genocide,"producedunder the
auspicesof theSimon Wiesethal Center,
is the story of the millions of men,
women and children who fell victim to
Hitler's "final solution."
The only Seattle showing of this
dramatic presentation will be at the
Stroum Jewish Community Center on
Mercer Island nextTuesdayat 8:30p.m.
in theBenar jyaAuditorium. Admission
is $4 and tickets may be obtained by
calling 232-7115.
Seattle University has arranged for free
physical evaluations conducted through
Providence Hospital's IMPACT pro-
gram, to be made available to all SU
employees. This is an excellent oppor-
tunity to find out what kind of
physical/cardiovascular condition youare
in and be given information and advice
on how toimprove your overallphysical
condition.- Contact Shirley Champoux,
sports medicine specialist at Connolly
Center, at 626-5305 for more
information.
The Washington Association for
Children and Adults with Learning
Disabilities is sponsoring an 18-hour
training and certification course for
persons interested in servingasvolunteer
parentadvisers. Certified parentadvisers
will offer supportive counseling to
parentsof learningdisabledchildrenand
help them obtain free, appropriate
education for their childrenbyexplaining
state and federal laws and serving as
advisersin communicating with schools.
Trainingsessions will beheld atEverett
General Hospital May 6, 13, 20 and 27
from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. WACLD
members may attend for $9 and
non-members for $50. Pre-registration
is necessary by Monday, May 4. Call
882-0792 or write WACLD, 17530 NE
Union Hill Road, Suite 100,Redmond,
Wash., 98052, Attn:Jill Gorman.








Blue WreckingCrew 3 1 .750
CtheC 3 1 .750
Yanks 3 1 .750
FishHeads 2 1 .666
Copenhagen 1 3 .250
GoCarts 0 4 .000
Results Saturday, April11
Go Carts forf.to Fish Heads
C theC 12 Copenhagen7
Yanks7BlueWrecking Crew 5
Results Sunday, April 12
Yanks forf.to Cthe C
Copenhagen13 GoCarts3













Road Warriors 2 0 1.000
MakeitHappen 1 0 1.000
BilboBaggers 1 1 .500
Skeleton Crew II 0 0 .000










Skeleton Crew IIvs. Bowl
Loaded
4:15 p.m.













Road Warriors 2 0
Staff Infection 2 0
Pilots 1 1






Road Warriors 12 69ers0






























Yoßaby 4 0 1.000
OldChunkai 4 0 1.000
DR's69ers 3 1 .750
Barkers 2 2 .500
ThnilheGip 2 2 .500
Bun'sn'Calls 2 2 .500
SwLgin Single: 1 3 .250
Playt's 1 3 .250




Buntsn' Calls 16 Boinkers 5
YoBaby JJ Swingin Singles 1Mustangs forf. to Players
Results Sunday.April12
OldChunkat8 69ers6
Thruthe Gap 12Players 4
SwinginSingles 9 Boinkers ,7






Old Chunkat-, 69ers 6
Thru the Gap 12Players 4
SwinginSingles 9 Boinkers 7
YoBaby 9 Buntsn'Calls 5
































(Jo Ask Someone 2 0 1.000BadGrads . i q 1000
Verrukt j j .500
squeezePlay j j 500
P"05 1 1 !500Mauleg 1 1 500Blue LiteSpecial j 500Scrcamin' Out j '500,
j :500




































Last week's winoverCentral beforethe District Championships
Washingtongave themen's tennis May 1-3, they haveachance to
team their fourthwinof the post their bestrecord msinceseason,surpassing their win total Coach Janet Adkisson started
from last year. coaching themen in 1984.








Men W-L Pet Women W-L Pet.





Shooter: Hits: Shooter: Hits
Danßorchcr 21 iimon-Pierre Smith 22
Tom Potter 16 PhilipElrod 17
LizaRomero 16 AndrewTadie 17
DidiMarquez 15 Tom Potter 14
Margaret Achey 8 BrianSchorr 14
Match3 Match4
Shooter: Hits: Shooter: Hits:
Danßorchers 24 KevinEckslromi9
PhilipElrod 22 AndrewTadie 19
Eric Swanson 18 BrianOst 17
KevinEckstrom 16 Didi Marquez 12





c , _, StudentTeam Percpntapr of HitsEsMfan Danßorchers Students 65.6%SulFk^rS 8 DidiMarquez Faculty 27.2%i.T£ ,1 ' KevinMoyers 'r2\ *y ta- LizaßomeroDr. Andrew Tadie Simon-Pierre Smith
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Classifieds
Cozy Home for Rent
- Steps to SU, Need word processing, typing?
Connolly. Two plus bedrooms, 1 3/4 Secretarial, office organization, re-
bath, remodeled kitchen, rec room. sumes. Sense of humor, some genius.
$550 monthly. Available June 1. (Fiveblocks from campus) 325-3081
Contact Jodi Kelly 329-1536. Other
homes available. Cruise Ship Jobs. Now hiring.
Summer. Careers. Excellent pay and
Child care needed for very pleasant5 World travel. For information call
months old baby girl. Several blocks 206-736-0775 ext567E.
from SU campus. 18hrs, M-W,
schedule negotiable.329-8254. SU ground crews. Work-study and
non work-study positions available. For
After school child care position for spring and summer. Call Ciscoe at
room/board andsalary.Ruth527-0418, 626-5642.
526-2005.
Seattle University Child Develop-
New 1, 2 bedroom. 5 minutes to ment Center offers part and fulltime
campus. Parking, deck, dishwasher, care for ages 21/2-7. Open yearround
cabinets galore. 1 month free. $340, from 6:45 a.m. - 5:45 p.m., M-F.Dis-
s4so. 324-3960.No pets. counts for students, staff and alums.
Meals provided.Call 626-5394.
Activists. Start a career in social
change.Work at the grassroots to fight Heading for Europe this
unfair health costs. Washington Fair summer? Jet there anytime for $269
Share is winninglegislative campaigns or \ess witn Airhitch (as reported in
and developing a staff for the '88 Consumer Reports, NY Times,
elections. We train in grassroots Newsday.Harvard's "Let's Go" Student
fundraising,organizing and leadership. Travel Guide Series, Good House-sl9s-$250 per week plus benefits, keeping,andonnational network morn-
excellent training and national ing snOws.) For details, call 212-
-opportunities. Part-time alsoavailable. -864-2000 ext. 202 or write: 2901
Call 329-9764 Seattle; 272-1127 Broadway, suite 100T, N.Y., N.Y.,
Tacoma- 10025.
